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1 Introducing safeTbox 

1.1 Target Audience 

This document is targeted to attend end users of the tool, primarily embedded system 
architects/designers and safety engineers. Descriptions are tailored to users who are 
confident with model-driven approaches. Furthermore, we assume that users have 
some experience with Enterprise Architect (EA), but are not necessarily experts. From 
the technical point of view, we recommend that inexperienced EA modelers check the 
website of the vendor to get a better overview of the tool’s modeling capabilities and 
UML based approaches. 

1.2 What is safeTbox? 

safeTbox stands for Safety Toolbox. It aims at supporting the development of software 
intensive embedded systems with safety critical characteristics. Most of the offered 
techniques can be used in different domains. However, the tool offers special support 
for the automotive domain and its associated standard ISO 26262. safeTbox integrates 
modeling as well as analysis capabilities. Thanks to its integrated approach, it also al-
lows to achieve traceability between artifacts. 

safeTbox supports primarily the following activities: 

1. Architecture Design 
safeTbox defines its own modeling language for the modular specification of 
embedded systems. It allows the definition of compositional and hierarchical 
models. safeTbox also supports the interaction with generic UML constructs and 
standardized languages like SysML. 

2. Safety Analysis 
Hazard and Risk Assessment (HARA) 

safeTbox offers a table-based solution for performing the HARA. Traditionally this 
analysis is performed in excel, therefore this table-based solution allows an easy 
transition into the model-based integrated approach. This HARA implementation is 
ISO 26262 specific.  

Fault Analysis 

Safety analysis is implemented in safeTbox in the form of Component Integrated 
Fault Trees, which follow a component-oriented approach, in which architecture 
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artifacts like functions or logical components are associated with failure models. 
Besides the modeling capabilities, safeTbox also provides the possibility to analyze 
Fault Trees qualitatively and quantitatively. 

3. Safety Argumentation 
As part of a typical safety lifecycle it is necessary to argument why the system will 
operate safely. In order to organize and structure those arguments in a modular 
way, safeTbox includes an implementation of the well-known technique “Goal 
Structuring Notation” (GSN). Which can be used to create safety concepts as well 
as safety cases. 

 

1.3 Welcome Screen 

After safeTbox has been installed and Enterprise Architect has been started, you will 
see the welcoming tab of safeTbox as shown in Figure 1. On this tab, you have the 
possibility to get to know safeTbox a bit better by accessing several sources of 
information, like examples, tutorials and the user manual. The tab will be always 
loaded at the start of EA, unless the users decides to check the option “Do not show 
at start”. In order to see the tab again at EA start, the user will have to set this 
through the settings management, i.e. (after loading a project) Extensions Menu-> 
safeTbox -> settings -> application -> “show getting started tab at start”. 

 

Figure 1 safeTbox Welcoming tab 
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1.4 Documentation and support 

Besides this user manual, you might find further information about the tool and its 
capabilities in the: 

1. Website: general information of the tool, licensing, tutorials and training 
2. Annex 1: research papers related to the methodologies implemented in the tool. 
 

 

https://www.iese.fraunhofer.de/en/competencies/safety_engineering/tools_safety/safetbox.html
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2 Installation 

This section describes the steps required to install the safeTbox tool. 

2.1 Installing the application 

2.1.1 System requirements 

Please make sure following requirements are satisfied before executing the installer of 
the tool. 

1. You have an installer for the application. If not, get one from the download sec-
tion on the Fraunhofer IESE website. 

2. Windows operating system (Windows 7 or later, Windows 10 recommended) 
3. .NET framework 4.5 or higher 
4. Enterprise Architect V13 – V14  
5. Latest java runtime environment 
6. An installation folder not requiring administrator rights 
7. Any previous installation of the tool should have been removed (If your previous 

version was 1.0, invoking the installer automatically uninstalls the old version) 
8. If you intend to perform safety analysis with FaultTree+ (Part of Isograph Reliability 

Workbench), make sure to have installed at least Reliability Workbench 13.0.2 

2.1.2 Installation steps 

1. Close Enterprise Architect if opened. 
2. Uninstall any previous version of safeTbox. 
3. Run the tool installer (e.g. EA_safeTBox_Setup_V3.0.msi) and follow the wizard. 

a. Accept the license agreement.  
b. Make sure that the requirements for a proper installation has been satisfied. 

c. Decide if you want to participate in the improvement program 

d. Select a directory in which no administrator rights are required. 

2.2  Checking your installation 

The About safeTbox dialog contains important information regarding the current in-
stallation of the tool. For example, the installation path and activated extensions. The 
dialog can be accessed under -> (Main Menu / EA context menu) -> Extension -> 
safeTbox -> About safeTbox, see Figure 2. 

http://safetbox.iese.fraunhofer.de/
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Figure 2 About safeTbox dialog 

2.3 Licensing information 

Currently safeTbox offers the possibility to evaluate the tool to any registered user 
(note: registration is free) through a trial license that allows using the Full Edition of a 
specific version of the tool for a period of one (1) month and the Basic Edition until 
the date specified in the license (typically is a period larger than a year). See following 
table. 

Feature BasicEdition FullEdition 
Modeling    

- Architecture modeling X X 
- SysML support  X 
- Flow-type system X X 
- Fault Tree Analysis (including CFTs) X X 
- Hazard and Risk Assessment X X 
- Generic failure type systems X X 
- Flow failure type systems X X 
- Goal Structuring Notation X X 

- Multiple-realization views support X X 

Safety Analysis   
- IESE backend X X 
- Fault Tree+ V13  X 

Usability   
- Properties view and dialog X X 
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- Selection synchronization X X 
- Project backup X X 
- Model navigation X X 
- Dynamic linking X X 
- Workspace history X X 
- Diagram layouting X X 
- Model element export X X 

 

The current trial licenses can only be validated if you are online. I.e. if the user has no 
Internet access the license cannot be validated, and the features will be deactivated. 
This will also occur if the evaluation period has expired. The user can check the current 
available licenses in the system through the license manager. Shown in Figure 3. It can 
be accessed through the EA extensions menu -> safeTbox -> license manager. 

 

Figure 3 License manager 

In this dialog, you will have the possibility to navigate to the safeTbox website in 
which you might request a new license. Currently the Fraunhofer IESE is open to col-
laborations, and we offer to extend online licenses as well as offline licenses. Moreo-
ver, you will be able to manage your licenses, import new and delete old ones, as well 
as switching between different valid licenses. 
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3 Getting Started 

This section describes shortly the primary ways in which the functionality of the tool 
can be accessed.  

3.1 User interface 

The functionality delivered with safeTbox can be accessed by one of these means: 

3.1.1 Smart Menu 

This is the primary way to trigger actions within safeTbox. The smart menu concen-
trates most of the functionality of safeTbox. It is built out of context-dependent as 
well as context-independent actions (e.g. “Settings Management”). The context-
dependent actions are loaded according to the selected object. Once a selection is 
done (e.g. mouse click), the smart menu can be shown with following keyboard com-
bination Ctrl + Space or Ctrl + 1. See Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Smart menu example 

3.1.2 Extensions Menu 

It aggregates some of the context independent functionality of safeTbox. E.g. “Back-
up management”. The aggregated actions can be triggered under -> (Main Menu / 
EA context menu) -> Extension -> safeTbox. See Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Extensions Menu example (Left – EA13, right EA14). 

Other secondary means are related to features that are explained in the section Usabil-
ity Features. 

3.1.3 Settings Management 

During its first run, safeTbox will create the settings file of the tool, which will be ac-
cessible through the “Smart Menu” -> safeTbox settings, or through the (Main menu/ 
EA context menu) ->Extensions -> safeTbox -> Settings. 

safeTbox provides its own user settings in which the user might configure modeling as 
well as Usability Features. Depending on the deployed version of safeTbox the settings 
dialog might look different. See Figure 9. 

 

Figure 6 Settings dialog example 

On the left side of the dialog the categories associated to the application or specific 
features are listed. On the right side of the dialog the individual settings can be set. If 
a feature has not been deployed with safeTbox, then the category associated with it 
will not be shown. For activating or deactivating safeTbox features see section Activa-
tion/Deactivation of features. 
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3.1.4 Hotkey Handlers 

Hotkey handlers are keyboard shortcuts that allow to trigger actions in a faster way 
and without the need to use the “Smart Menu” or other EA context menus. 

Following hotkey handlers are defined by default. 

1. “Ctrl + 1” or “Ctrl + Space” => “Smart menu” 
2. “Ctrl + Space + Shift”, “Ctrl + Space + Alt” => Execute last smart menu action 
3. “Alt + Del” => Delete element from diagram 
4. “Alt + Shift + Del” => Delete element from model 

3.1.5 Application Console 

The application console reflects the logging performed by safeTbox. This functionality 
has been developed for developers, because it contains primarily debug information. 
However, advanced users might find it useful. Moreover, in case something goes 
wrong with the tool, the logs presented in here can be sent to the developers so that 
an error can be more easily corrected in the next versions. This feature can be ac-
cessed through the short cut “Ctrl + Alt + D”, found. See Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 Application Console 

 

3.2 Creating and editing projects 

This section describes the different and generic ways of modeling objects within a di-
agram. A detailed description of each modeling technique is given in further sections. 
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3.2.1  Create a diagram 

All modeling techniques in safeTbox are close related to some specific diagram type. 
E.g. if the user wants to model a component fault tree, a CFT-Diagram will be used. 
To facilitate the creation of the right diagram type, dedicated actions have been inte-
grated in the “Smart menu”. These actions will become available by calling the smart 
menu while having selected a “root node” (i.e. Model) or a “package” in the project 
browser. See Figure 4. Once a modeling technique has been selected and the diagram 
has been initialized, then it will be possible to add elements and connectors to the 
created diagrams by the usual means (e.g. toolbox). 

3.2.2 Modeling an element 

Modeling of elements within safeTbox is similar in all integrated modeling techniques. 
The user can achieve this by making use of any of these options: 

1. Toolbox 
Toolboxes will be loaded automatically according to the active diagram. In case the 
toolbox is not opened you could try to load it manually.  

2. Smart Menu 
The “Smart menu” facilitates the modeling process by offering creation actions to 
the most frequent elements within a diagram. This shall facilitate modeling, since 
connectors are added and layouted automatically. Simply select an element in a 
diagram and call the smart menu, “Ctrl + Space”. In the creation section of the 
smart menu the elements that could be directly associated with the current select-
ed element are offered. See Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 Modeling element through smart menu 

 
3. EA Quick Menu 

This context menu is provided by EA when selecting a modeling element in a dia-
gram and typing “Space” or when holding the key “Ctrl + left mouse click”. See 
Figure 9.  
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Figure 9 Modeling element through EA quick menu 

4. Drag and drop 
EA supports in general the modeling of existing elements by drag and drop. safeT-
box facilitates this process and in some cases restricts or supports the modeling. 
This features can be deactivated through the settings.  

3.2.3 Modeling a connection 

Modeling of connections within safeTbox is similar in all integrated modeling tech-
niques. The user can achieve this by making use of any of these options: 

1. Toolbox 
Similarly as for the modeling of elements. 

2. Quicklinker 
Quicklinker is a faster way of modeling connections between elements supported 
by EA. This feature is enabled by EA when selecting an element in a diagram, see 
Figure 10. safeTbox supported connectors appear always topmost and have the 
“(safeTbox)” tag in front of their name. We disregard the use of connections dis-
played in other sections, since these are EA default and they might give the model 
a semantic which is not part of the modeling technique and confuse other users. 

 

 

Figure 10 Quicklinker example 

Once the connector has been added to the diagram, its attributes can be modified 
through the properties dialog. See section Properties Dialog. 
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4 Modeling Capabilities 

4.1 Architecture Design 

The definition of the system’s architecture is twofold supported in safeTbox. On the 
one hand, UML/SysML standard constructs are supported as provided by Enterprise 
Architect, which makes all modeling EA supported features available within safeTbox. 
On the other hand, safeTbox defines its own modeling approach that is better inte-
grated with the safety analysis techniques than the SysML solution and which is better 
supported from the modeling perspective. 

4.1.1 Component Modeling 

The component modeling approach implemented in safeTbox works similarly as blocks 
within SysML. It serves to create modular, compositional and hierarchical system speci-
fications. It is however simplified with respect to its syntax and semantics. While 
SysML provides a long range of port types, the component model approach considers 
only two types. This has been made simple, so that those getting into model-based 
design have more flexibility during modeling. 

4.1.2 Component Modeling Constructs 

Construct Description Toolbox 
icon 

Diagram 
Shape 

Component Type A Component Type (often called classifi-
er) can be used to depict functions, 
software or hardware components of an 
embedded system. It contains all other 
elements listed in this table. Moreover, it 
can be associated with a failure model 
(e.g. Component Fault Tree) 

 

 

Component Instance It allows to instantiate a Component 
Type one or more times within a diagram 
or a project. It is therefore always linked 
to a Component Type, since it is a repre-
sentation of it. Can be used to depict 
redundancies in the system. 
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Inport Represent the incoming interfaces of the 
component type. The concrete semantics 
should be specified by the modeler in its 
specific context. (The image on the right 
represents an inport annotated with a 
Flow type) 

 

 

Outport Represent the outgoing interfaces of the 
component type. Can be specified simi-
larly as done for inports.  

 

 

Connector These are directed connectors only 
meant to connect inports and outports.   

 

Figure 11 shows a typical example of such component model. 

 

Figure 11 Component Modeling Example 

4.1.3 Component Realization Views 

When modeling components the engineer might want to capture different implemen-
tations of a component without creating an entirely new component. To enable this 
safeTbox supports multiple realization views, which allow depicting different aspects 
(e.g. variants, partial implantations) in different diagrams associated to the same com-
ponent. Each component has at least one preferred realization view. Now, since a 
component might have several realization views, with the instantiation of a compo-
nent the user should decide which of the existing realization views should be associat-
ed to the specific instance.  
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The realization view feature is enhanced by the Port Visibility Consistency feature, 
which will automatically synchronize ports of component instances based on the cho-
sen realization view. 

In Figure 12, actions related to the management of realization views are shown.  

 

Figure 12 Smart menu for components 

There are two options for cloning realization views, see Figure 13. “Only copy refer-
ences” will simply reuse all elements from the realization view that is cloned so only 
existing elements are added to the new realization view. “Deep clone all elements on 
the realization” will create a complete copy of every element on the cloned realization 
view and add them to the project browser. This is useful when the new realization 
view shall be completely separate from the old realization view. 

 

Figure 13 Cloning a realization view 
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4.1.4 Interface Formalization with Flow Type Systems 

safeTbox allows the formalization of interfaces (inports and outports) in the compo-
nent modeling approach via the specification of flow type systems. Flow Types provide 
the means for specifying and classifying the types of interaction components might 
have. Consider for example physical flows like fluids or logical flows like Data. In this 
solution the user has the possibility to create a hierarchy of flow types which can be 
used to depict abstract as well as concrete flow types. 

When the feature is enabled, flow types can be defined through the dedicated Set-
tings page, shown in the Figure 14: Architecture Modeling -> Flow Type Specification. 

Each inport/outport is annotated with a default type "NONE" that the user can re-
place with the types defined in in the settings. The default type "NONE" cannot be 
edited, removed or have subtypes. Each flow type (except the default type) can have 
sub types that are represented as child nodes in the tree structure, See Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 Flow Type specification page 

When a Flow Type name is edited, all the modeling elements which have the Flow 
Type will be updated.  

Note: Each type should have a unique name.  
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Flow types can be removed by using the "Remove" button. When a Flow Type is re-
moved, all the modeling elements which have the Flow Type will be set to "NONE". 

Note: Removing a root node removes all the subtypes associated to that flow 
type. 

By using the "Make Default" button the current flow type specification will be 
stored in such a way that for each new project the flow type specification will be au-
tomatically added. 

Note: Once a configuration is set to default, it will be displayed in all the new-
ly created projects. Existing projects will NOT have their configurations over-
ridden. For that the import/export of settings might be of help. However, you 
need to consider that other settings might be overwritten. 

If the flow type system feature is active, then when modeling an inport/outport, the 
"Flow Type Selection" dialog will be shown. This dialog can also be accessed 
through the properties view and properties dialog, see Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15 Flow Type - Selection Dialog 

A Flow Type annotated port has a visual cue to separate it from the ports that don't 
have the annotation. See section 4.1.2. 

The Flow Type of a port can be changed using the Properties View Window or the 
safeTbox Properties Window. The Flow Type attribute is shown in the safeTbox page 
under Interface Formalization group. (See Figure 16) 

 

Figure 16 Properties View - Flow Type 
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The user can enable or disable the entire Flow Type System feature here, Settings 
management -> Features configuration -> Flow Type System. 

Note: Disabling "Flow Type System" also disables the "Flow Failure Type Sys-
tem".  

4.1.5 UML/SysML Support 

Enterprise Architect supports UML and SysML itself. Its base version includes the UML 
constructs, while the SysML profile needs to be acquired separately. As an extension 
to that safeTbox supports the integration of SysML (Blocks) and UML (Activities) with 
the “Fault Analysis” techniques . Similar as it occurs for the Component Modeling ap-
proach. See section “Fault Model Integration”. 

In this version, only few constructs from SysML are supported. Primarily Blocks, part 
properties and several port types (e.g. proxy ports, simple ports). 

Figure 17 depicts a typical example of the kind of models we will expect to be created 
using SysML blocks, and for which the integration with safety analysis is supported. 

 

Figure 17 SysML blocks – Ibd example 

4.1.6 Fault Model Integration 

Architectural artifacts of the type/stereotype: “Component Type” and SysML “Blocks” 
can be integrated with fault models from the “Fault Analysis” section. The Idea of the 
integration with a fault model is to define the failure behavior of an entity, while mak-
ing traceability explicitly between the interfaces of the given entity and the failure 
model, i.e. that ports are associated with failure modes. This concept fit very well to 
those systems descriptions based on data flows. 

The user will find dedicated “Smart Menu” actions to add, navigate and remove the 
associations between the architectural artifacts and the failure models. Figure 18 ex-
emplifies such integration. 
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Figure 18 Component with integrated failure model 

4.2 Hazard and Risk Assessment (HARA) 

In this section, we describe how the user can create a table-based Hazard and Risk 
Analysis spreadsheet. 

4.2.1 HARA – Creation 

A HARA document can be created by using the smart menu.  A new HARA package is 
created. If a HARA package exists already, it is added under that package. 

 

Figure 19 Creating HARA 

A HARA spreadsheet contains 8 sheets. Each sheet provides specific actions for editing 
the document. 

4.2.2 HARA- Sheets and their main functionalities 

• Cover sheet – All the document related information can be filled here. The Ab-
breviation is used as a mask for the Automatic ID assignment feature mentioned in 
the next section 
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• History sheet – The user can add document history notes in this sheet.  
• Information sheet – Contains relevant information which the user needs to work 

on this document. Is meant to be modified by the company for specific projects.  
• Function sheet –  

o Load existing component types  
 Allows the user to load component types present in the project 

• FHA sheet – It allows you to perform a Functional Hazard Analysis given the al-
ready loaded functions.  

o Permutate functions with failure modes - Permutates the functions 
present in the function sheet with the failure modes defined in HAZOP set-
tings  

o Create and Load existing Hazards - Allows the user to define new haz-
ards or load existing ones in the project. (Including hazards defined in an-
other HARA document in the project) 

o Tuple actions – Add/Remove/Reorder- Allows the user to perform a set 
of tuple level actions on FHA entries or hazards. 
 

• Situation sheets – It allows to define hazardous situations for driving and stand-
ing scenarios. The situations can be built based on the Driving and Standing situa-
tions catalogs, as configured in the settings dialog. The exposure parameter is de-
fined in here.  

o Update sheet - Update the situation sheet with relevant Hazardous event 
entries. 
 

• Risk assessment sheet – It allows to perform the risk assessment given the de-
fined hazardous events. Severity and controllability parameters are together with 
their arguments specified here. This sheet also allows the user the define safety 
goals and document assumptions.  

o Update sheet - Update the sheet with relevant Hazardous event entries. 
o Cell actions - 

 Add safety goal – Create a new safety goal for the row. This unlocks 
the row by creating a new Safety goal with empty fields. 

 Load existing safety goal – Shows a list of existing safety goals that 
can be inserted into the row. 

 Add assumption – Similar to the Add safety goal function, allows the 
user to define a new assumption.  

 Load assumption – Shows a list of existing assumptions that can be 
inserted. 

4.2.3 HARA - Common actions 

• Tuple / Column actions – Add/Remove/Reorder/Navigate - Allows the user to 
perform a set of tuple level actions. A tuple level action is shown when the user 
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clicks on the tuple number on the spreadsheet as shown in the Error! Reference 
source not found.. 

 

Figure 20 HARA sheet tuple actions 

Column actions are shown when the user clicks on the column header as 
shown in the Error! Reference source not found..  

 

Figure 21 HARA column actions 

 

• Synchronization - Naturally, Enterprise Architect does not support events history 
(undo/redo) properly. In order to enhance the usability of the HARA feature, we 
implemented this functionality. In order to achieve that, the HARA model is de-
tached from the EA data model. Through this synchronization mechanism, it is 
then possible to make both data models consistent. The user can decide during 
the synchronization process if the values of the attributes are taken from the EA or 
the HARA data model.  

o To Model – Synchronize changes made in HARA to EA Model elements.  

o To HARA - Synchronize changes made in EA elements to HARA 
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Figure 22 Synchronize to Model 

The dialog shows a list of elements that have been changed and for each of them 
the list of attributes that have been modified, together with the value existing in 
the model and in the HARA table. The user can pick which value (HARA or Model) 
should be synchronized for each of the element present in the document. 

• Spell Check – Performs a spell check on the document. Marks all cells that have 
spelling issues. Please check Section- 6.14 Spell check for further information with 
respect to the general spell functionality in the tool.  

• Automatic ID Assignment – Uses the abbreviation in the cover sheet as a mask 
and auto fill the ID fields in FHA and the Situation sheets. (If enabled) 

• Validation - Cells in HARA are validated based on a set of pre-defined rules. Each 
cell that fails its validation rule is set a background color based on the failed rule 
level. An appropriate message is annotated to this cell that describes the details of 
the rule failed.  

 

Figure 23 Validation – Error message 

• Cell Styles - There are different types of cells in HARA and each cell is set a style 
based on some attributes. If a cell is read-only, it is set a gray background. If a cell 
has an error, it is set a red background as shown in the figure above. If a cell has a 
warning message it is set a light salmon color. If a cell has failed spell check, the 
top border is set yellow. All of this are shown in the figure below.  
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Figure 24 Different cell styles 

• History Mechanism – SafeTbox allows the user to perform undo/redo operations 
on the HARA document. Certain operations such as changing the name of a func-
tion affects multiple sheets. These multiple changes can be undone/redone by a 
single undo/redo call.  

4.2.4 HARA – Settings 

Hazard and operability study (HAZOP) guidewords can be configured through the 
dedicated Settings page found under Settings -> HARA -> HAZOP  

The defined HAZOP guidewords are available when using the Permutate functions 
with failure modes action in the FHA sheet. 

 

Figure 25 HAZOP settings 

The situation catalog allows the user to define Categories and Situations for both the 
Standing and the Driving sheets.  

Situation catalog can be configured through the dedicated Settings page found under 
Settings -> HARA -> Situation Catalog. 
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Figure 26 Situation Catalog 

The Synchronization mechanism is triggered when any changes are made to the set-
ting. The user can choose whether the changes made should be applied to HARA 
sheets or not. This is shown in the Error! Reference source not found.. When the 
user clicks OK, the changes are then applied to the selected sheets and saved. 
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Figure 27 Synchronization for settings change 

 

Hara selection 

 

 

Sheet selection 

 

 

Category Added 
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4.3 Fault Analysis 

In this section, we describe the means the user has to depict the failure behavior of a 
component. 

4.3.1 Component Fault Trees 

Component Fault Trees (CFTs) are the evolution of traditional Fault Tree Analysis, in 
which more modular and a better integration with the system design is achievable. 
CFTs provide the same constructs of a Fault Tree (i.e. top events (as Output Failure 
Modes), logical gates, and basic events). Moreover, it provides a further set of con-
structs that allows analyzing failures being propagated from other components (i.e. 
Input Failure Modes), as well as constructs to build hierarchical models (i.e. CFT In-
stance).  

4.3.2 Component Fault Trees Constructs 

Construct Description Toolbox 
icon 

Diagram 
Shape 

Component Fault Tree This represents a modularized Fault 
Tree. It can contain all other constructs 
in this table. This technique can be used 
to depict the failure behavior of a Com-
ponent Type or SysML block. 

 

 

Component Fault Tree 
instance 

Similarly, as for Component Instances or 
part properties in the context of SysML. 
This entity allows to use a component 
fault tree in a specific context. i.e. in the 
specification of the failure behavior of 
other systems. 

 

 

Input Failure Mode It represents the incoming interface of a 
component fault tree. This construct 
can be used to depict which external 
failure might have an impact in the 
definition of the failure behavior of one 
component. The white decoration on 
the right side indicates that the input 
failure mode has an associated formal 
failure type. 

  

Output Failure Mode It represents the outgoing interface of a 
component fault tree. This construct 
can be used to depict the failures that a 
component exposes to its environment. 
The white decoration on the right side 
indicates that the output failure mode 
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has an associated formal failure type. 

Basic Event It represents the basic causes that could 
lead to a failure of an entity. These are 
typically used to depict internal errors of 
components. It is possible though to 
define types. E.g. Security error 

 
 

Logical gate OR, AND, XOR, NOT, and VOTE gates 
are considered within this category. 
These gates will allow to depict the 
failure logic within a component fault 
tree 

  

Failure Propagation It allows to define the failure logic from 
the internal point of view of a compo-
nent fault tree by connecting logical 
gates, basic events, input and output 
failure modes. From the external point 
of view, it will help depicting the failure 
propagation between components, 
namely how outgoing failures from one 
component are interpreted as input 
failures by other components. 

  

Port Mapping Whenever a component fault tree has 
been associated with component type 
or SysML block, there will be the possi-
bility to define which interfaces from 
the design relate to which failure modes 
of the component fault tree. This type 
of connector has been conceived to 
define clearly the trace between these 
types of elements. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28 shows a typical example of such Component Fault Tree. 
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Figure 28 Component Fault Tree Example 

4.3.3 Component Fault Tree Realization Views 

Similar to regular safeTbox Component Types, CFTs can have multiple Realization 
Views. With them it is possible to define multiple failure views for the same CFT. This 
allows to create different versions of a CFT for example to handle variants, or for han-
dling the system complexity. A CFT Instance always uses a specific realization view 
when the safety analysis is performed, and the safety engineer can easily change the 
realization view to test how different safety mechanisms affect the analysis results.  

In safeTbox, CFTs can be associated with Component Types. The goal in doing so is to 
perform the safety analysis having as basis the logical design of the system. As seen 
before, component types can have multiple realization views, as well as CFTs. In order 
to clarify how this realization views relate to each other and to keep them consistent 
with respect to the shown interfaces, safeTbox offers a special dialog, which allows 
defining the mapping between them. This can be done for a selected component 
through the action called “Failure Views Consistency”, see Figure 29.  

Note: The feature Port Consistency should be enabled in the settings 

In general, multiple CFTs can be mapped to one Component Type but one CFT cannot 
be mapped to multiple Component Types. This is because ports defined at the com-
ponent realization view should be kept consistent with the ports shown at the com-
ponent integrated CFT. This shall allow the user to perform a completeness check with 
respect to the analysis. 
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Figure 29 Failure View Consistency Dialog 

4.3.4 Common Cause Failures (CCF)  

SafeTbox provides modeling and analysis support for Common Cause Failures (CCF). 
CCF models can be created, edited and deleted in the CCF settings page as shown in 
Figure 30. Once a CCF model is defined, it can be applied to Basic Events within CFT 
diagrams. Within the settings page it is possible to see which basic events have been 
assigned to a CCF model and which CFT Instances are affected by it. I.e. Here the in-
stances will be listed for which its associated realization view contains such basic 
event.  

 

Figure 30 CCF Settings Page 

The CCF model as well as the affected instances can be set through the action “Set 
CCF Model” see Figure 31 and Figure 32. Once a CCF model is associated to a basic 
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event, the basic event will display a small β (Beta) symbol on the diagram. CCFs will be 
considered during qualitative as well as in the quantitative analysis. 

 

Figure 31 Set CCF Model Action 

 

Figure 32 Assign CCF Model Dialog  

4.3.5 Interface Formalization - Generic Failure Type System 

safeTbox implements the "Generic Failure Type System" for the formalization of inter-
faces for CFTs. Specifically, for the input and output failure modes. Generic Failure 
Types can be used to annotate interface failure modes with guide words to standard-
ize or specify the type of failure being propagated (e.g. HAZOP guidewords {Omission, 
commission…}). This can serve as well in a CFT to provide a machine-readable vocabu-
lary for the interfaces to automate their composition (Introduced in Möhrle et al. 
2005). 

When the feature is enabled, Generic Failure Types can be defined through its dedi-
cated settings page: Safety Analysis -> Generic Failure Type Specification. 

A default type "NONE" exists for the user when he chooses not to annotate the ele-
ment with any specific type. The default type "NONE" cannot be edited or removed. 
A set of pre-defined failure types (coming from HAZOP) are already configured. They 
can be modified if the user decides to. (See Figure 33) 
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Figure 33 Generic Failure Type Specification  

Note: This list is also used for the default flow failure type. (next sub-section) 

Note: Each type should have a unique name. 

Failure types can be removed by using the "Remove" button. When a Failure Type is 
removed, all the modeling elements which have the Failure Type will be set to 
"NONE". 

Note: Once a configuration is set to default, it will be displayed in all the new-
ly created projects. Existing projects will NOT have their configurations over-
ridden. 

When an input/output failure mode is modeled, a "Failure Type Selection" dialog is 
shown. (See Figure 34) This dialog shows the failure types defined in the previously 
mentioned “Generic Failure Type System". The user can define new types or edit exist-
ing types by clicking on the Settings button. 

 

Figure 34 Generic Failure Type Selection Dialog 
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The Failure Type of a failure mode can be changed using the Properties View Window 
or the safeTbox Properties Window. The Failure Type attribute is shown in the safeT-
box page under Interface Formalization group (See Figure 35). Moreover, a modeler 
will be able to define further details to the failure type, e.g. Value > 50 Kmh. 

 

Figure 35 Properties View - Failure Type 

The dropdown shows all the defined Failure Types as a list. The button next to the 
dropdown opens the Failure Type Selection dialog.  

Note: When the feature is disabled, all the failure modes that have a Generic 
Failure Type are reset to "NONE". 

4.3.6 Interface Formalization - Flow Failure Type System 

In component integrated fault trees (C2FTs) input and output failure modes are sup-
posed to be linked to inport and outports through the “port mapping” connector. 
This shall guarantee a proper traceability between the design and the failure models. 
In order to provide a more specific failure description, interface failure modes can be 
annotated with "Flow Failure Types". These are failure modes that can be defined 
specifically for Flow types. So, if you for example define the flow type: CAN_signal you 
can define the Flow Failure CAN_H_Interrupted. 

Since Flow type systems can depict hierarchy of flows, the user will have to define 
flows relevant for the model and then the failure types associated to it, in order to get 
full use of the feature. The hierarchical relationship allows the sub flow types to inherit 
failure types of its parent flow type. If an inherited failure type is deemed not relevant 
to a sub flow type, it can be excluded (See Figure 36). Excluded failure types are not 
displayed in the selection. 

The failure types can be defined for the flow types in Settings: Safety Analysis -> Flow 
Failure Type specification. (See Figure 36) 

The default flow type contains the Generic failure types (See 4.2.3) as its failure types. 
Any changes to the Generic failure types are reflected to this type. This list can only be 
edited from the Generic Failure type specification settings page.  

A new failure type can be associated to a flow type by selecting a flow type and click-
ing on "Add Type “button. A newly added failure type always has an Exclusion state - 
"Included". This means that the type is inherited to its sub types and the sub flow 
types have access to this failure type. Different flow types are allowed to have same 
failure types. This is however not true for two flow types with child parent relation. 
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Figure 36 Flow Failure Type Specification 

The Exclusion State can be changed by clicking on the State, which displays the drop 
down (only meant for inherited Failure Types) (See Figure 37). When a failure type is 
excluded at a parent Flow type, this failure type will also be excluded at all the sub 
types of the flow type. Automatically all the modelled interface failure modes associ-
ated to the excluded failure type will be set to the default type, i.e. NONE. 

 

Figure 37 Exclusion State Change 

When a failure type is removed, all the interface failure modes annotated with that 
failure type are set to the default type NONE. It is also removed in all the sub flow 
types, which inherited the type.  

Note: When the feature is disabled, all the failure modes that have a Flow 
Failure Type set, are reset to "NONE". 
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4.4 Safety Argumentation 

In this section, we describe the means the user has to create arguments about the sys-
tem safety. 

4.4.1 Goal Structuring Notation. 

“GSN is a graphical argumentation notation that can be used to document explicitly 
the individual elements of any argument (claims, evidence and contextual information) 
and, perhaps more significantly, the relationships that exist between these elements 
(i.e. how claims are supported by other claims, and ultimately by evidence, and the 
context that is defined for the argument). Arguments documented using GSN can 
help provide assurance of critical properties of systems, services and organizations 
(such as safety or security properties)”. For more information on this technique, please 
refer to the website: http://www.goalstructuringnotation.info/ 

4.4.2 Goal Structuring Notation Constructs 

Construct Description Toolbox 
icon 

Diagram Shape 

Goal Presents a claim forming part of the 
Argument. A type attribute helps repre-
senting better the context of use. E.g. 
Safety requirement 

 

 

Strategy Describes the nature of the inference 
that exists between a goal and its sup-
porting goal(s) 

 

 

Solution Presents a reference to an evidence item 
or items 

 

 

Context Presents a contextual artefact. This can 
be a reference to contextual infor-
mation, or a statement 

 

 

http://www.goalstructuringnotation.info/
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Justification Presents a statement of rationale  

 

Assumption Presents an intentionally unsubstantiat-
ed statement 

 

 

Away Goal This repeats a claim presented in anoth-
er argument module, which is used to 
support the argument in the local mod-
ule. 

 

 

Away Context Repeats a contextual artefact  

 

Away Solution Repeats a reference to evidence items 
presented in another argument module 

 

 

Module Refer-
ence  

Presents a reference to a module 
containing an argument 

 

 

Module Con-
tract 

presents a reference to a contract mod-
ule containing definition of the relation-
ships between two modules, defining 
how a claim in one supports the argu-
ment in the other 

 

 

Supported By Allows inferential or evidential relation-
ships to be documented. Inferential 
relationships declare that there is an 
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inference between goals in the argu-
ment. Evidential relationships declare 
the link between a goal and the evi-
dence used to substantiate it 

In context of Declares a contextual relationship 
  

 

The following figure shows a typical example of an argument module modeled by 
means of GSN. 

 

Figure 38 Argument Module (GSN) Example 
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5 Analysis Capabilities 

In this section, you will get to know the analysis capabilities implemented in safeTbox. 
These can be categorized into qualitative and quantitative fault tree analyses. Before 
you can start executing any kind of analysis, you should configure the computation 
backend. 

5.1 Reliability Workbench Backend Configuration 

In the current implementation, two computation backends can be used for perform-
ing analyses: The internal built-in solution (implemented by Fraunhofer IESE) and the 
Reliability Workbench v13 incl. FaultTree+ (Isograph). The built-in backend does not 
require any configuration to execute the analysis, so if you want to only use this 
backend, you can skip this section. For the configuration of the FaultTree+ backend, 
the following instructions should be considered.  

Note that the FaultTree+ integration feature is not active in the basic edition 
of safeTbox. If you are interested in using this feature, please contact us via 
support@safeTbox.de 

In order to be able to execute the analysis with FT+, you have to first configure the li-
cense validation mechanism. FaultTree+ offers three license types that can be used: 
Server, Standalone, or Hardware. The required parameters are described in the follow-
ing and can be entered in the safeTbox settings dialog as shown in Figure 39: 

Server  - A license server in your company centrally manages floating licenses; there-
fore, the name of the licensing host machine as well as that of the access port needs 
to be provided. The information <portnumber> and <hostmachinename> needs to be 
entered into the respective field. 
 
Standalone - FaultTree+ standalone licenses are typically distributed as .html files, 
which are called EntitlementCertificate.html by default. The file location of this certifi-
cate needs to be given in the File location field. Note that the license file must be the 
license for the FT+ DLL itself and not the one for the Reliability Workbench tool. 
 
Hardware - When a hardware license (dongle) is used, no configuration is needed 
except for the selection of the license type Hardware. 
You can check your entered configurations by clicking the “Validate License” button. 

Once you are done with these configurations, click on OK and the changes will be 
stored permanently. These application settings are automatically used for all projects. 

mailto:support@safeTbox.de
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Integrated computation and FT+ project export 

The checkbox “Integrated Computation” indicates that the analysis shall be per-
formed within FaultTree+, but the results shall be displayed within safeTbox. This is 
the default mode. In addition, if the analyst desires to store the Reliability Workbench 
file created during the Fault Tree analysis to the hard disk, the option “Export Ft+ pro-
jects to” needs to be checked. The user can then open this file with Reliability Work-
bench V13, for example in order to examine the created flat fault tree or to use specif-
ic RWB features on the model that are not implemented as part of safeTbox.  

 

Figure 39 FaultTree+ configuration 

5.2 Analysis overview 

Qualitative and quantitative analyses have been implemented for (component) fault 
trees. Both types are performed at the same time through the same smart menu ac-
tion, namely “Perform Analysis…”, see Figure 40. Moreover, both analysis types re-
quire the same input values. The action can be triggered on a selection of the follow-
ing elements: 

1. Output Failure Modes of CFTs 
2. Output Failure Modes of CFT Instances 
3. CFT Instances 
4. CFTs 
5. Gates in CFTs 

Within the safeTbox analysis dialog, the selected computation engine (IESE or Fault-
Tree+) and some analysis options can be set for the current analysis run (e.g. to only 
perform qualitative analyses with the IESE backend for performance reasons). 
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Figure 40 safeTbox analysis dialog 

5.3  Analysis types 

5.3.1 Fault Trees - Qualitative Analysis 

The qualitative analysis that is currently available in safeTbox exists in the context of 
fault analysis, specifically for failure models. It is called “Prime Implicants analysis”, 
which is an extended version of the well-known minimal cut sets analysis for Fault 
Trees (it can also handle NOT logic), in which the minimal combinations of basic 
events will be computed for one or more output failure modes (Optionally logical 
gates can also be selected). For the execution of the prime implicants analysis, only the 
structure of the failure model is relevant., see Figure 41. 

 

Figure 41 Simplified Component Fault Tree Example 
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After executing the analysis, the user will get presented the resulting combinations of 
events. This is presented in Figure 42. The result dialog is the same for all analysis ac-
tivities and chosen computation backends (IESE or FaultTree+). 

 

Figure 42 CFT Analysis Result Viewer 

In this dialog, you can see the results of the selected target elements. In the top list, 
you will see the MCS. In the middle list, you will be able to see the details of a specific 
cut set (e.g. the hierarchization path to the basic failure modes).  

On the top right corner, you will find the possibility to show and hide negative impli-
cants or events. This will certainly be the case whenever you make use of NOT or XOR 
gates. Next to this option, you will find the possibility to clone the dialog. This option 
has been introduced so that the user can compare the results of different analyzed 
objects at the same time. 

On the bottom left corner, you will find the possibilities to export the results to Excel, 
as well as to store the results with the model in the form of a results artifact. During 
the storage process, you will be asked if you want to create a backup (checkbox on 
right bottom corner), see Backup Management section for more details. 
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Figure 43 shows the analysis results artifact that can be created results presenter. The 
user can create as many artifacts as desired and he will be able to load those results 
set afterwards at any moment. 

 

Figure 43 Analysis results artifact 

5.3.2 Fault Trees - Quantitative Analysis 

As mentioned above, both quantitative and qualitative analyses can be performed to-
gether when executing the analysis through the smart menu in safeTbox. Regarding 
quantitative analysis, it primarily computes the unavailability of the elements of inter-
est. As a precondition for the quantitative analysis, basic events need to be parameter-
ized with suitable failure models that express the characteristic distribution of failure 
occurrence probabilities for the failure modes. Currently, there are five supported fail-
ure model types, which are listed in the following table together with their required 
parameters. Note that the names of failure model types and their parameters are simi-
lar to the ones in FaultTree+. 

 

Fixed Unavailability 

Rate 
Failure Rate 
Failure Rate Unit 

Dormant 

Dormant Failure Rate 
Dormant Failure Rate Unit 
Test Interval 
Interval Time Unit 

Time At Risk 

Time At Risk Failure Rate 
Time At Risk Failure Rate Unit 
Time At Risk 
Time At Risk Unit 

Uniform 
Lower Bound 
Upper Bound 
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The configuration of Basic events can be performed through the properties or proper-
ties dialog, see Figure 44. The “Failure Distributions” property describes the failure 
model to be used for the particular element. The choice of a particular failure model 
indicates which of the parameters below will be used during the analysis; e.g., if we 
choose Fixed as failure model, the next step is to fill the parameter Unavailability.  

 

Figure 44 Quantitative parameters for basic events (left: Properties View, right: Properties Dialog) 

In the case of Input Failure Modes of CFT Instances, the situation is a bit different, 
since not all will have to be parameterized. Input Failure Modes of CFT/C2FT instances 
which have incoming connections (i.e. a failure is propagated into them) do not re-
quire to be parameterized, since the propagated failure will include with it a comput-
ed occurrence probability. This is for instance the case for the Input Failure Modes 
Ifm_1 and Ifm_2 of the Figure 45 (left). For those Input Failure Modes, the occurrence 
probability is computed at the basic event “Error1” and “Incoming Error” respectively. 
For the same reason, it becomes necessary to parameterize the Input Failure Modes 
“Incoming Error”, as well as “Ifm_3”.  

Another important aspect to know if the parameterization of Input Failure Modes is 
necessary or not, is the context of the analysis, which is determined by the topmost 
component for which the analysis is executed. In Figure 45, two different contexts of 
analysis are shown: the “System” (left) and the “CompA” (right). If the user navigates 
into the component instance “CompAInst” show on the left, he will end in the reali-
zation view of that component, displayed in right side of the figure. By taking this as 
the context of the analysis, it now becomes necessary to parametrize the Input Failure 
Modes “Ifm_1”, “Ifm_2” and “Ifm_3”, since they appear not to have any incoming 
connection from this perspective. However, if those Input Failure Modes were parame-
terized and the user went back to the level of the “System” component, the parame-
terization will have no effect and will be overwritten by the occurrence probability of 
the propagated failures, as explained before. 
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Figure 45 Failure Inport Parameterization example 

Once all basic events as well as all Input Failure Modes without incoming connections 
have been parameterized, the analysis can be triggered according to the possibilities 
mentioned in section 5.2. Note that prior to the actual analysis the model is checked 
for missing parameterizations. If these are found, a dialog (Figure 46) is shown to the 
user, where a temporary parameterization can be performed. This comes in handy, 
when quantitative data is not available yet for some basic events. In this case, a fixed 
probability of either 0.0 (=failure shall be ignored in the analysis) or 1.0 (=failure is al-
ways occurring) can be chosen. In any case, setting the probability in this way is only a 
temporary solution. This means as soon as quantitative data is available, the basic 
events/input failure modes shall be parameterized as shown in Figure 44. 
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Figure 46 Temporary failure probability specification 

After the analysis has been performed, the result dialog is automatically opened (see 
Figure 42). It contains the following quantitative computation results for the selected 
elements of interest: 

• Output Failure Mode / Gate unavailability 

• Minimal cut set unavailability 

• Minimal cut set importance 

• Event importance (Fussell-Vesely) 

• Event importance (Birnbaum) 

The algorithms used for computing the quantitative results with the built-in backend 
are the same as those used by Reliability Workbench (concrete mathematical formulas 
for the computations are explained in detail in the regular Reliability Workbench 13.0 
Help). This means, in particular, that for all calculations except Output Failure Mode / 
Gate unavailability, an approximation is used for top event unavailability for perfor-
mance reasons. Instead of using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) to derive the top 
event unavailability, the so-called rare approximation uses the sum of minimal cut set 
unavailability as replacement for exact unavailability. The equivalent setting can be 
found in Reliability Workbench in Project Options  Calculation Tab  Importance 
Calculations Panel  “Use rare approximation”. 
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5.3.3 Fault Trees - Analysis Context 

In this version of safeTbox, the analysis context has been extended. Now, when start-
ing the analysis from the Output Failure Mode of an instance, the other modeling el-
ements (gates, events and other instances) on which the instance depends will also be 
added to the analysis context. In previous versions of safeTbox, the analysis context 
switched to the CFT realization view of the CFT Instance. This is still possible, but only 
once the user navigates to the associated realization view. Error! Reference source 
not found. shows an example of a partial analysis on different parts of a CFT. Here 
the analysis has been performed for different Output Failure Modes, yielding different 
results sets. This occurs, because the analysis context only considers the sub tree start-
ing from the selected event downwards. 

 

Figure 47 Analysis context example 
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6 Usability Features 

This section describes several features that have been integrated in safeTbox for the 
sake of usability. The features have been conceived in such a way that they override 
the natural EA behavior to facilitate modeling, navigation and tool interaction, among 
other. These features have been modularly conceived and can be activated and deac-
tivated by the user at any time through the “Settings management”. 

6.1 Activation/Deactivation of features 

You can (de-)activate individual features in the features configuration section of the 
safeTbox settings (Ctrl + space -> settings). As shown in Figure 48, you will see all fea-
tures that have been deployed in specific version of the tool. By checking/unchecking 
and clicking on ok you will be activate/deactivate the feature. 

 

Figure 48 Features configuration  

6.2 Backup Management 

The Backup Management builds on top of Enterprise Architect’s Baseline functionality. 
As such, it enables the user to create snapshots of the EA project (i.e. the diagrams, 
models, elements, etc.), which the user will be able to restore at any time back and 
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forward. However, extending the underlying functionality it additionally offers the fol-
lowing features and behavior: 

1. The backup manager is able to automatically create backups of the project in a 
configurable period of time. 

2. Each backup contains the entire project’s data (whereas a Baseline only contains 
one specific package). 

3. Restoring a backup will not change any settings or configuration data related to 
safeTbox. 

4. Deleting a backup has no effects on the current project’s content or other back-
ups. 

5. The backup manager is also used by other features, for example it would be possi-
ble to create a baseline right after performing “Qualitative Analysis” or “Quantita-
tive Analysis”. In that case, there is an association between the baseline and the 
qualitative analysis results artifact. Giving this association, the user has also the 
possibility to navigate from a selected baseline to the associated artifact. 

 
The Backup Management can be accessed through the Backup Management Dialog, 
See Figure 49, via the Addin-Menu, see 3.1.2 Extensions Menu.  

 

Figure 49 Backup Management dialog 

NOTE: Any changes made to the project since the time of backup will be lost! 

Additional Information 

• Disabling the Backup Management Feature does not change or delete any existing 
backups. 

• Creating backups will increase the size of the EA project file (or database storage 
space). This is a result of the internal structure used by the underlying EA Baseline 
functionality and safeTbox cannot influence this behavior. 
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• Important: Do not delete individual EA Baselines, which are being created by 
the safeTbox backup functionality! Doing that will prevent the restoration of the 
backup containing the baseline. 

 

6.3 Diagram and Project History 

The goal of this feature is to capture a snapshot of a project’s working state whenever 
the tool is closing, so that when the user starts working again in the same project, 
they will find the same working environment as the last closing time. 

The working state is composed by the project browser and the list of opened dia-
grams. The state is stored when closing the EA instance, see next figure. This feature 
can be activated/deactivate through the “Settings management” -> Application -> 
Safe workspace state. See Figure 50. 

Important: If diagrams are not available on start-up they will be skipped over. 

 

 

Figure 50 Application Settings 

6.4 Selection Synchronization 

The goal of this feature is to keep the selection of elements in a diagram consistent 
with the selection of elements in the project browser. The intention is to facilitate the 
location of elements in the project browser, without the need to do this manually (e.g. 
through the short-cut Alt + g). The next figure shows the configuration page of this 
feature. This feature can be activated/deactivate through the “Settings management” 
-> Application -> Synchronize diagram selections with project browser. See Figure 50. 

6.5 Find and Navigation 

This feature aggregates several functionalities that facilitates finding and navigating to 
usages or references of elements. These are: 
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Show usages 

This function will show in a dialog all the usages, links and owned elements of the se-
lected element(s) in the diagram, grouped by the selected elements names. Note that 
it is only looking for this specific element, not instances/classifiers of it. A usage is de-
picted by the diagram in which the element appears, together with its stereotype. 

In the current dialog you can navigate to usage by clicking on the "Navigate" button. 
According to the dialog selection, it will open the diagram and selects the usage in it. 

 

Figure 51  Show Usages dialog with single and multiple elements selected 

Show Instances 

This action is available on all elements that have instances of themselves in other dia-
grams. If an element is only instantiated once, then this action will directly navigate to 
the respective instance. Otherwise a dialog will open that shows the existing instances 
with an option to navigate to them. The options for navigation in this dialog are simi-
lar to the ones in the “Show usages” functionality. In the following figure, it can be 
seen than in the model the user has the possibility to navigate to one of two instances 
(compInst and inst2) of the same CFT, namely CFT_49. 

 

Figure 52  Navigate to Instances example 
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Show Realization Views 

This action will show all realization views that currently exist for a Component (In-
stance) or a CFT (Instance). If only one realization view exists, then navigation will au-
tomatically open the respective realization view. Otherwise a dialog will open that 
shows the existing realization views with an option to navigate to them. 

6.6 Drag and Drop 

The goal of this feature is to support the user in modeling an existing safeTbox ele-
ment into a diagram by making use of a drag and drop action (Dragging from the 
project browser and dropping in the target diagram). In safeTbox certain objects play 
an important role in a diagram, and the modeling by drag and drop might be restrict-
ed or supported otherwise. For example, when dragging a Component Type into the 
realization view of another Component Type, an instantiation procedure will be start-
ed, avoiding that the dragged component will be modeled as such in the realization. 

6.7 Deletion Mechanisms 

The safeTbox Deletion Mechanisms provide extended information as well as behavior 
when deleting elements from the project browser or diagrams. In contrast to EA’s 
basic deletion functionality, the safeTbox deletions will also cleanup referenced ele-
ments which are depending on the deleted entity. 

Example for dependent elements: 

1. Deletion of a component will also delete its instances 
2. Deletion of a port will also delete the port instances 

 
safeTbox overrides the default deletion-actions provided by Enterprise Architect to 
protect the user from creating inconsistencies. There Smart Menu Actions available to 
invoke the extended deletion mechanisms. The deletion is being invoked like any oth-
er Smart Menu Action and is context-dependent: 

The deletion-scenarios are: 

1. Deletion from Model 
a. Will delete elements from the project (model) and therefore it will be delet-

ed from all diagrams 
b. Connectors between this and other elements will also be removed from 

model 
c. Irreversible 

2. Deletion from Diagram 
a. Deletes the element only from the current diagram 
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b. Element remains in the project (model) and in other diagrams, and it can 
be modeled back by drag and drop 

c. Revertible 

 

Figure 53 Deleting from model 

Additional Information 

• Disabling the safeTbox deletion feature will hide the Smart Menu Actions for dele-
tion and normal EA deletions may cause inconsistencies e.g. not all instances will 
be deleted. 

• When connectors are deleted, these are generally removed completely from model. If 
you want to only hide a connector within a diagram, you can do this through the 
Properties Dialog or “Show linked elements” dialog. Alternatively, through the EA 
context menu -> Visibility -> Hide Connector. See Figure 54. 

 

Figure 54 Hiding connectors 

6.8 Port Visibility Consistency 

This feature ensures that ports of component instances or CFT instances are synchro-
nized with their preferred realization view and vice versa. If the feature is enabled and 
new ports are modeled on a realization view of a component, the port will be created 
for all instances of this component. However, it will only be visualized for those in-
stances, which have the same realization view.  

If the feature is disabled and ports are deleted from diagram, no synchronization will 
be performed on other instances or realization views. Thus, the diagram appearance 
of the models can be in an inconsistent state.  
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6.9 Properties Dialog 

safeTbox provides its own properties dialog which resembles the properties dialog of 
EA. It includes several usability and traceability features to facilitate modeling activities. 
Furthermore, according to the object under configuration, some extra safeTbox attrib-
utes might be shown, see Figure 58.  

Properties dialog can be opened by: 

1. Open smart menu for an element and select the menu entry safeTbox Properties  

 

Figure 55 Calling the properties dialog through the smart menu 

2. Perform a double click on the element (in diagram or project browser).  
The standard properties dialog provided by EA for elements and connectors still can 
be accessed, through the EA context menu. However, we do not encourage its use for 
safeTbox supported modeling elements. This dialog will be by default used for all ele-
ments and connectors within a project. Nevertheless, it can be configured through the 
“Settings management” for which types and stereotypes the EA default dialog shall 
be preferred. 

 

Figure 56 Properties dialog configuration page 
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This feature can be activated or deactivated through the settings dialog, as usual. 
Since the Dynamic Linking feature makes part of the Properties Dialog, if you disable 
the Properties Dialog feature, then automatically the Dynamic trace building feature 
will be disable too. Moreover, there will be no smart menu entry for the safeTbox 
Properties anymore and double clicking on the element will open the EA default prop-
erties dialog. 

 

 

Figure 57 Enabling/disabling the Properties dialog 

The field description is of special importance since it supports the “Dynamic Trace 
Building” feature, which will allow you to add links to other elements into the De-
scription text box by using an autocomplete list. If this field is not part of the attributes 
of the element under configuration (e.g. UML Class), then the user might get asked if 
it needs to be added, depending whether the field has been filled or not.  

 

Figure 58 safeTbox properties dialog for elements 
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6.10 Properties View 

The properties view is a user interface for displaying and modifying model-related da-
ta. It builds on top of the user experience of Enterprise Architect’s native properties 
window and adds additional usability functions to it. This view is embedded into the 
EA Add-In window GUIs.  

By using the properties view, Tagged Values and other entity-related (e.g. the name or 
stereotype) data can be displayed and modified. While the EA properties view focuses 
on one specific entity, the properties view supports multi-selection of multiple entities 
at the same time. 

The EA Add-In Window can be enabled via EA’s menu bar by selecting “Extensions  
Add-In Windows”. See Figure 59. 

 

Figure 59 Enabling EA's Add-In Window (Left EA13, Right EA14) 

The Properties View user-interface 

The properties view consists of four major components (see Figure 60): 

1. The configuration bar, which allows you to enable the loading of common attrib-
utes when performing a multi-selection, and the enabling of the selection syn-
chronization. 
Note: the synchronization might affect the modeling performance. 

2. The configuration menu, which contains the menu-bar as well as additional con-
figuration options. 

3. The context selection dropdown-list shows the currently loaded entity or set of en-
tities. In case multiple entities have been selected, the dropdown-list can be used 
to select either one of the entities, or all of them together for modifying their 
shared attributes. 

4. The attributes view shows the attributes of the selected entity/entities. The tabs 
categorize the different attributes of the entity according to semantics. In this fig-
ure the tab “safeTbox” is selected, which shows the safeTbox-relevant attributes. 
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Figure 60 Properties View 

Configuration Bar & Menu 

The following configuration options exist within the configuration bar (in button or-
der): 

 

Figure 61 Properties View configuration bar 

1. Reload will show or refresh the attributes of the EA entities which are currently 
selected either in the current diagram or in the project browser. Refreshing of at-
tributes can be used in case the entities have been modified externally (e.g. by us-
ing the EA properties dialog), or when a multi-selection has been performed. 

2. Synchronize toggles the option for automatically displaying the currently selected 
EA entity/entities attributes within the properties view. 

3. Show Description toggles the visibility of a short attribute-description text at the 
bottom of the properties view. 

6.11 Dynamic Trace Building 

This feature is integrated as part of the field description in the Properties Dialog. It al-
lows the user to establish traces to elements within the current project in a more natu-

(1) 

(2) (3) 

(4) 
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ral way. See Figure 62. When typing the user gets matching element names offered 
for linkage. Once one of them is selected in the autocomplete menu, automatically a 
trace to this element will be created. It should be noticed that this feature cannot be 
enabled for any kind of connectors, since EA does not support having a connector as 
a source or target of other connectors and will therefore not be activated for the 
properties dialog of the connectors. 

 

Figure 62 Dynamic Trace Building - Autocomplete example 

After you had chosen an element from the list by clicking twice on it or using the En-
ter key, a link will be inserted into the description text box. Links have another font 
style compared to regular text, {Underlined, Blue font color, Begins and ends with a 
pipe character, is clickable}.  

If you click on a link, a context menu will open. You have the ability to navigate to the 
linked element or remove the link from the description. If the element exists in more 
than one diagram, you can choose which one you want to navigate to. Moreover, if 
the link is broken, i.e. the trace has been removed by other means, or the associated 
element has been removed from model, then the user will have the possibility to re-
pair the link or remove it respectively.  

 

Figure 63 Dynamic Traces context menu 

The creation of dynamic traces between elements has also a visual effect on the shape 
of the safeTbox elements. If you decide to show the description field then the created 
links will be shown in the text of the description field as embedded into parenthesis 
{“some link”}, as can be seen in Figure 64. 
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Figure 64 Dynamic Trace text on shape script 

The stereotypes of the elements offered for linkage through the autocomplete menu 
can be configured through the settings management or directly in the properties dia-
log by clicking on the option button -> Set stereotype filters. See Figure 65 and Figure 
66, respectively. By default, all types and stereotypes will be enabled. 

 

Figure 65 Configuring Dynamic Trace Building at settings management 
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Figure 66 Dynamic Trace Building – Set filters example 

When the Select Stereotype Filters dialog is opened the first time, it shows all the ste-
reotypes, which have been configured in the Dynamic Linking settings, as checked. 
The settings you change here will not override the Dynamic Linking settings in the 
safeTbox Settings dialog. It will only allow you to change the filter for the auto com-
pletion list until the Properties Dialog is closed again. 

Finally, you can enable or disable the entire feature under the settings management -> 
features configuration. 

6.12 Diagram Layouting 

safeTbox integrates its own layouting library, which allows to automatically rearrange 
elements and connectors for specific diagram types. While EA offers some generic 
layouting algorithms, in safeTbox the user will have the possibility to define several pa-
rameters relevant for positioning the elements, e.g. orientation of elements and spac-
ing between elements. The layouting configuration is highly customizable and new 
configurations can be added. Currently, layouting configurations are available for 
safeTbox Component Type diagrams and Component Fault Tree (CFT) diagrams.  

The following list shows the available layout actions that can be performed: 

1. Layout Diagram 
a. This functionality can be accessed through the smart menu and can be 

used on the realization view of Component Type diagrams and CFT dia-
grams. 
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Figure 67 Layout Diagram example 

 
2. Layout Port and Labels / Layout Labels 

a. This functionality can be accessed through the smart menu and can be 
used on diagram elements that have ports. The ports will be placed on the 
edges of the container element according to layouting configuration. 

b. Important:   
• Ports will be rearranged proportionally to length on the edge 
• The display order will not be change after rearrangement (so con-

nectors don't cross each other) 

 

Figure 68 Layout Ports and Labels example 

Layouting Configuration 

The layouting configuration is available in the settings of safeTbox under Layouting 
Configuration. The main settings page of the layouting configuration is shown in Fig-
ure 69. There are two default layout configurations available for each diagram type 
and they cannot be modified. The Standard layout configuration will be sufficient for 
most situations and the Compact configuration can be used if the diagram is very 
large and should be as compact as possible. For special use cases custom layout con-
figurations can be defined that are based on existing configurations.  
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Figure 69 Layout configuration 

The initial layout configuration for all diagram types is the Standard configuration. To 
change the used layout configuration a different one has to be selected in the list and 
the Use button has to be pressed. Below the list, the currently used layout configura-
tion is visible. Be aware that the layout configuration must be set for each diagram 
type, meaning that if all diagrams should be layouted with the Compact configura-
tion, the used Layout configuration must be changed for each diagram type. The 2 
available default configurations cannot be edited or removed but new editable layout 
configurations can be added.  

Custom layout configurations the diagram direction can be modified which will 
change how elements are placed and how connectors flow through the diagram. See 
Figure 70. 

 

Figure 70 Advanced Layout Configuration 
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• Element Spacing: The space that should be kept between this element 
and other elements. 

• Port Spacing: The space that should be kept between ports of an element. 

• Port Edge Position: On which side of the port container the port should 
be located. 

• Port Label Position: Where the label of the port should be placed. 
 

Automatic Label Resize 

There is another settings page that allows to change the way labels are resized. Figure 
71 shows this settings page, which is located below the layouting configuration.  

 

Figure 71 Automatic Label Resize 

6.13 Automatic Project Upgrade and Downgrade 

This feature allows the user to upgrade a project created with an older safeTbox ver-
sion to the one he is using and an export a project to an earlier version of safeTbox 
than the one installed. 

Project Upgrade 

An upgrade potentially includes the renaming of element/connector stereotypes and 
the addition/modification of their tagged values. The upgrade is essential in order to 
turn the model compatible with the current safeTbox installation. If not done, new 
features might not work properly. Note that the upgrade procedure follows a non-
deletion policy, i.e. during an upgrade, no previously modeled information will be de-
leted.  

The safeTbox Project Version Change Assistant opens as soon as it detects that a pro-
ject is outdated and therefore not compatible with the current safeTbox installation. A 
wizard guides the user through the upgrade. During the upgrade process a backup of 
the project will be created. This one can be found in the project directory under the 
name <yourprojectname>_Backup.eap. 
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Project Downgrade 

This functionality will allow the user to downgrade the current opened project to a 
version compatible with earlier versions of safeTbox. This functionality can be accessed 
under Menu – Extensions – safeTbox - Downgrade Project. 

When executed, a dialog showing the list of possible versions to be downgraded will 
show up (See Figure 72). 

 

Figure 72 Export Project window 

The currently opened project gets downgraded and the original project can be found 
as a copy in the same directory under the name <yourprojectname>_Original.eap. 

6.14 Spell check 

This feature supports the user at text typing in the following element and connector 
attributes: 

• Identifier 
• Name 
• Notes 
• Description 

It offers spellchecking at the time of typing as well as suggestions for incorrectly    
spelled words according to the specified language. Furthermore, it allows custom 
words to be excluded from spell checking.  

Settings configuration options 

The feature can be configured through the dedicated Settings page found under Set-
tings -> Usability -> Spell Checking 
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Possible configurations include (See Figure 73): 

• Selecting an active dictionary 
• Making a dictionary default 
• Adding custom words to the exclusions list 
• Removing words from the exclusions list 

 

Figure 73 Spell checker Settings Page 

Actions 

The feature includes these actions while typing (See Figure 74): 

• Highlight wrong words 
• Suggest corrections 
• Select a highlighted word to be ignored and put into the exclusions list 

 

Figure 74 Ignore word 
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6.15 Default Visualization 

This feature allows the user to set a default visualization configuration for a specific 
stereotype or to replicate the visualization for all the elements in the diagram. The vis-
ualization configuration includes the appearance of the element as well as the safeT-
box visualization properties. 

The feature includes the following actions, available in the smart menu: 

• Use as default appearance 
• Replicate Visualization 

Use as default appearance 

This action allows the user to set a default visualization configuration for a specific ste-
reotype. All newly instantiated element of that stereotype will have the chosen visuali-
zation configuration. 

 

Figure 75 Set as default visualization 
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Replicate Visualization 

This action allows the user to replicate the visualization configuration of the selected 
element to all the elements in the current diagram. 

 

Figure 76 Replicate Visualization 

6.16 Excel Exporter 

This feature allows the user to export elements from EA to an excel sheet. The action 
“Export” in the smart menu can be used on either a single element or a single pack-
age and it will open the exporter dialog shown in Figure 77. The dialog considers the 
hierarchy of the selected element or package and will show all child elements that can 
be exported. In Figure 77 the root package “Model” is selected which means all ele-
ments under “Model” are considered. This is called the scope of the export dialog. 
The scope can be changed by clicking the “Select” button on the left side above the 
“Navigate” button. Then the project browser selection shown in Figure 78 is opened 
which allows to set a new scope for the export dialog. Both export dialog and project 
browser selection dialog allow filtering as can be seen in the figures. 

To export all elements, independent of the current selection, use the “Export (All)” 
button If only some elements shall be exported then they must be checked and then 
the “Export (Selected)” shall be clicked. In the exported excel file the elements are 
grouped by their stereotype. For each stereotype there is a new sheet in the excel 
document and the table in the sheet is different depending on the tagged values of 
the particular stereotype.  
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Figure 77 Export Dialog 

 

Figure 78 Project Browser Selection 
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7 Core Features 

7.1 User Experience Improvement Program 

In order to make safeTbox a better tool, this and future versions of the tool include 
mechanisms to log and send information to the development team. This information 
contains primary usage statistics, which do not relate to any model specific infor-
mation, as well as debugging information, which will be sent together with bug re-
ports in case they occur. The user has the possibility to avoid logging as well as report-
ing if desired through the safeTbox settings.  

The user can enable or disable both at once by disabling the entire feature: Settings 
management -> Features configuration -> Feedback group. 

Or individually (i.e. User experience reporting, Error Reporting) at Settings Manage-
ment -> feedback group. 

7.1.1 User Experience Reporter 

The User Experience Reporter automatically captures and reports usage patterns that 
are then used by the developers at Fraunhofer to improve primary usability and per-
formance aspects of safeTbox. 

 

Figure 79 Usage Experience settings 
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The user can completely disable the reporter by turning off the "Log usage infor-
mation" option. Further, the user can choose to disable automatic reporting by turn-
ing off "Allow automatic reporting”. By turning off automatic reporting, the usage 
statistics are still logged but the logs will not be reported to Fraunhofer. 

If automatic reporting is enabled, the reporter attempts to send the logs 7 days after 
the last reporting process was successful. The user can choose to view the reports that 
will be sent by enabling the "Ask for approval" option, which displays a prompt be-
fore each attempt. 

 

Figure 80 Usage experience – Ask for approval option 

To ensure transparency, the reporter displays the information that has been prepared 
to be sent. This can be viewed by choosing the "Show Details" button on the prompt. 
A more user-friendly version of these reports will be displayed.  

The prompts can be disabled by using the "Don't show again" option. This option 
turns off the prompt but continues reporting without interrupting the user. 

7.1.2 Error Reporter 

The Error Reporter creates detailed reports of the errors occurred during the operation 
of safeTbox. These reports give the developers at Fraunhofer important insights into 
any bugs that are present in safeTbox. 
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Figure 81 Debug logs settings 

By choosing "Write Logs to File", you can allow safeTbox to write the debug logs in a 
text file and store it in the system hard drive. All the above-mentioned categories of 
information are stored in these log files. The location where these files are stored can 
be accessed by choosing the "Open location “option. When the user decides to disa-
ble this option, safeTbox stops writing debug information into files. 

safeTbox automatically deletes the log files stored in the disk periodically. This will oc-
cur for files older than 7 days from the moment of their creation. These files are delet-
ed because their considered not useful anymore, and to avoid disk space over usage.  

 

Figure 82 Error Reporter - Reporting Window 

When safeTbox encounters an error, an Error Reporter window pops up. This reporter 
collects all the helpful debug information, and when the user clicks on "Send", it re-
ports the collected information to the developers at Fraunhofer. The "Show Details" 
option provides a detailed log of the error that occurred and its stack trace and also a 
list of events that led to this error. 
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